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Moderato.

Resting now are lash and lance, dear, Decked with garlands green advance, dear,

Min-ka, heed the Sun-day dance, dear. Hark! the ba-la-la\-ka, hear!

While we circle round so fleet-ly, In thy ear I'll whisp-er sweet-ly:

Mother, true to cus-tom, neatly Now pre-pares the wed-ding cheer.
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Wine she'll have in showers streaming, Dainty viands too are streaming.

And thy bridal robe lies gleaming, Min-ka mine, a robe of green. Come, well tread a glad-some measure, Thou shalt ever be my treasure. Dost thou doubt my will and pleasure, what I mean, what I mean.

Then my whip proves what I mean, Dost thou doubt my will and pleasure, zum Beweise stets bereit, zweifelst Du, so liegt die Kunst. Zweifelst Du, so liegt die Kunst.
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